
                                                                                                                                                              

 

 

                                                                                                                   

 

 

 

         

                                            

            RSHE: Children will be learning about- Respectful relationships 

Caring friendships, Online relationships. Internet safety and harms 

Th 

Literacy: 

Poetry : alliteration, rhyme, onomatopoeia,  

Non fiction: Diary writing, - Florence 

Nightingale 

Instructions: Recipe  

Fiction: Story writing- Katie Morag 

 

Reading/phonics: Little Wandle 

.  

Numeracy: 

Place value- numbers to 20/100 

Addition and subtraction Numbers within 20/100 

Multiplication  

Division  

Time  

 

Science: 

Everyday Materials  
The arrangement, movement and type of the building blocks of 
matter and the forces that hold them together or push them 
apart explain all the properties of matter. (hot/cold, soft/hard, 
light/heavy etc)  
-Know how shapes of materials can be changed by stretching, 
bending, twisting and stretching. 

 

 

 

History/Geography 

KQ: Why is Norfolk the best county in the UK?   
BI: Regions are made up of different human and physical features which impacts the lives of 
people who live there.   
 
KQ- Why do you think Mary Seacole and Florence Nightingale were treated differently?  
Big Idea: People in the past were real people, had feelings like real people and usually did 
things for a reason.   

 

 

  

RE:            

Big Question- What can we learn from religions about deciding 

what is right and wrong?  

What is the relationship between religion and science? 

(creation)  

 

 

 

           

Art/DT:  
BI: Tools are very versatile and the way they are used can affect the outcome   
KQ: How can you use your tools to create the most realistic representation of your 
subject?  
  
Drawing – portraits, still life  
Compare Van Gogh and Degas  
Plants/Henri Rousseau/ Van Gogh-   
Sketching flowers/plants. e.g sunflower, Cezanne- fruit still life  
Look at paintings from artists and discuss   
  
Focus on line initially, extend to using pastels (oil and chalk) and paint  
Yr 1 – use Van Gogh’s style eg thick paints glue spreaders  
Yr 2 – Explore different pencils to create effect in portraits  
 
Food:  
Healthy eating- to a budget.   
 

 

 

Computing: 

Online Safety and 

Exploring Purple Mash  

1.6 Animated Story 
Books  
Using 2Create a Story  
 
Pictograms  
Using 2Count  
 

Spring 

term 

Class 2  

2023 

Music:  

Focus on dynamics and tempo   

KQ: How does music teach us about the past?   

Combining pulse, rhythm and pitch   
KQ: How does music help us to understand our  
neighbours?  

 


